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Identifiable, queer and risky: The role of the body in policing experiences for LGBT 
young people 
 
Abstract 
This paper explores how visibly non-heteronormative bodies mediate policing experiences 
of LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender) young people, an area that has been mostly 
ignored in research about policing young people. Informed by interviews with 35 LGBT 
young people in Brisbane, Queensland, this paper addresses this gap by exploring how the 
non-heteronormative body mediates policing experiences of LGBT young people. Drawing 
on Foucault (1984), Butler (1990a), and other queer theory, the paper argues young non-
heteronormative bodies visibly perform ‘queerness’, are read by police, and shape police-
LGBT youth interactions. While this is complicated by looking at-risk (in terms of risk 
factors like homelessness, substance abuse), and looking risky (in terms of risk-taking or 
criminalised activities), the paper concludes noting how youthful LGBT bodies are 
regulated by police as non-heteronormative and deviant. 
 
Introduction 
Recent literature suggests the relationship between young people and the police is 
problematic (CMC 2009). A plethora of research work has particularly interrogated how 
young people from diverse groups interact with police, with a focus on sociological factors 
such as ethnicity, indigeneity, social class, and gender (cf. Cunneen & White 2007). 
Interestingly, despite difficulties between police and LGBT (lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender) communities in history (Groves 1995), only limited international research 
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(Remafedi 1987) and no Australian research has focused on sexual orientation and/or 
gender diversity as a factor in policing young people. 
This paper analyses interviews with 35 LGBT young people in Brisbane, 
Queensland documenting how LGBT young people experience policing. Informed by 
poststructural queer theory, the analysis demonstrates how the body visibly performs a 
discourse of ‘queerness’ in interactions with police. The paper initially overviews existing 
international literature and demonstrates the lack of Australian literature. The poststructural 
methodological framework that guided the research is then explained. The analysis follows 
demonstrating how young non-heteronormative bodies perform ‘queerness’ and are read 
discursively by police officers, and how this is complicated by looking at-risk and looking 
risky in public spaces. The paper concludes noting how visibly ‘queer’ bodies produce 
unsatisfactory police interactions with LGBT young people and notes concerns for future 
research. 
 
Why focus on how the body mediates policing with LGBT young people? 
Research about young people and police suggests their interactions are marked by police 
harassment (Alder et al 1992). Research has particularly focused on the impact of policing 
on young people from diverse groups, particularly ethnic groups. Australian research 
(Youth Justice Coalition of NSW 1994) examining young peoples’ policing experiences 
found young people from non-English backgrounds were far more likely (than Australian-
background young people) to be searched, arrested and injured during their contact with 
police, particularly if they were in groups. It seems unusual that the policing experiences of 
LGBT young people have been overlooked given that diversity clearly impacts upon 
policing young people. 
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Research about LGBT young people and policing is limited and mostly compares 
young people with broader LGBT community experiences (see for example Williams & 
Robinson 2004). We know LGBT young people in the United Kingdom are four times 
more likely (than employed LGBT people) to feel harassed by police, and those 
experiencing physical victimisation are seven times more likely to experience police 
discrimination/harassment (Williams & Robinson 2004). In Australia, LGBT young people 
are significantly less likely to be confident reporting victimisation to police (Attorney 
General’s Department NSW 2003). Most importantly, research demonstrates how LGBT 
young people changed their non-heteronormative appearance to avoid victimisation in 
public spaces (NSW Attorney General’s Department 2003). In addition, other research 
shows how police can look at and learn about the deportment of gay male bodies (Praat & 
Tuffin 1996) and police use this to ‘entrap gay men by mimicking gay bodily appearances, 
gestures and mannerisms’ (Dalton 2007:375). Even so, only one dated Unites States study 
has linked LGBT young people with police contact (Remafedi 1987). The research reported 
in this project begins to address this gap with a specific focus on the role of the non-
heteronormative body. 
 
Poststructural methodological framework 
The research project explores the intersectionality (Davis 2008) between poststructural 
concepts of the body (Foucault 1984, Kirby 1997), performativity (Butler 1990a, 1990b), 
and visibility (Skeggs 1999), and the concepts of queer (Ault 1996) and heteronormativity1 
(Jackson 2003) from queer theory. In this research, the body is inscribed (Foucault 1984) 
                                                 
1 Heteronormativity involves how heterosexuality is normalised and invested with the power to define other 
sexualities as marginal and abnormal. 
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and done (Butler 1990b) in ways that perform (Butler 1990a) a discourse of non-
heteronormative queerness.2 Queerness marks the body as a text (Kirby 1997) and the 
visibility (Skeggs 1999) bodily text is readable and knowable by others. The term queer 
‘signified not only those who mark themselves as gay or lesbian, but anyone whose 
proclivities, practices, or sympathies defy the strictures of the dominant [heteronormative] 
sex/gender/sexual identity system’ (Ault 1996:322). Non-heteronormative embodiment, 
then, implies a multiplicity of bodily practices that queer and therefore disrupt and 
destabilise heterosexuality, particularly in public spaces. 
 The research embedded in this framework employed a qualitative, exploratory 
approach using a convenience sample of 35 LGBT young people that accessed the only two 
LGBT youth service providers in Brisbane, Queensland. The research question was: How 
do LGBT young people experience policing in Brisbane, Queensland, and what are the 
outcomes of these experiences? Ethical clearance was obtained from the Human Research 
Ethics Committee at the Queensland University of Technology (October 2008) and semi-
structured interviews conducted between November 2008 and May 2009. All data was 
audio recorded and de-identified using pseudonyms nominated by participants. Data was 
then transcribed electronically, coded using NVivo, and thematically analysed. 
 
‘Last time I checked it wasn’t a crime to be annoyingly gay’: How the body matters 
According to participants, the body was a significant factor in how LGBT young people 
experienced policing. Discursive ideas about queerness were inextricably linked to how the 
body matters: ‘if you’re dealing with the police, my experience is don’t flaunt it. Do not act 
                                                 
2 Queerness constitutes a set of discursive ideas about how the body is done in ways that queer expectations 
of heteronormativity. 
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gay do not sound gay because they’ll pick that up’ (Pinky, 18, male). Participants reflected 
stereotypical media discourses in describing what queering bodies looked like. For 
example, young lesbian female bodies constituted ‘chicks who look manly’, ‘butch’ and 
‘dykey’. When asked for further information about what ‘dykey’ meant, participants did not 
elaborate: ‘some people dress up more dykey or butchy or whatever you call it’. The only 
distinction made was between those who were ‘really dykey looking’ and ‘really girly 
dykes’. The key concern about these bodies was ‘bull dykey looking girls are treated a lot 
more rougher than a normal looking girl’ (Xavier, 22, FTM [female to male]). In contrast, 
young gay male bodies were described as ‘really fairy as boys’. These bodies were 
inscribed as ‘really camp and queer’, ‘looking really fabulous’ and ‘outrageously you know 
camp or gay’, but participants also noted how these bodies were done (Butler 1990b) in 
terms of bodily comportment as ‘skipping around’, ‘floating down the street’ and 
‘prancing’. The concern for all participants was that ‘guys who look girly cop worse than 
chicks’ (Alex, 18, male). 
A range of other appearance related factors (clothing, make-up, hairstyles) were noted 
as making their bodies ‘more easily identifiable’ to police who read these bodies in terms of 
inscribed (Foucault 1984) discourses of butch or camp: 
Well I’m a pretty butch girl so I’ve never had any really good relationships with 
police…I didn’t really get treated that well cause they were like ‘Ah you should 
stand up for yourself you’re butch’ and it was just like ‘Yeah I’m a 14 year old 
kid with shaved head like that's just me’. I think that the way you look is the 
way you get judged when it comes to the police (Tayden, 19, female). 
Participants tended to focus on how their clothing preferences, like being ‘in drag’, 
performed visible queerness, with discussion centred on colour (‘rainbow armbands’ and 
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‘outrageous colourful outfits’) and tightness: ‘I had like a…real thin singlet and just a real 
tight pair of shorts…I looked really sort of you know I had my hair done’. Colour and 
tightness were discussed as central to performing queer subjectivity by using the body, 
particularly in public spaces. Bodies marked in these ways were assumed by the 
participants to make visible queerness in mundane, iterative ways (Butler 1990a) that could 
be read by onlookers, including the police. 
 
Complicating queer visibility: Other visible bodily factors that inform policing 
Examining the influence of non-heteronormative bodies was always complicated by other 
factors. Participants noted two factors that made it harder to discern if police were 
responding to bodies that queer heteronormativity. Firstly, participants noted looking at-
risk (of drug use for example) shaped their policing experiences: ‘they asked me if they 
could go through my pockets and…you know they were suspicious of my um I have type 
one diabetes so they were suspicious of my needles and insulin’ (Jimmy, 20, female). 
Secondly, looking risky and suspected involvement in illegal activities informed policing 
experiences: ‘if you’re dressed up with full piercings…they tend to take more notice and 
tend to hang around because you do look like you’re going to do something bad’ (Romeo, 
18, female). While these factors mediated how LGBT young people experienced policing, 
participants also noted police responding to bodies that queered heterosexuality. 
 
Reading bodies as queer: Police responses to visibly queering bodies 
Participants recounted circumstances where police read LGBT young bodies as non-
heteronormative and responded to them in ways that differentiate from heterosexual bodies. 
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Responses included: homophobic police language, police discrimination, and policing 
queer (same sex) intimacy. 
 
 ‘Being lippy’:  Homophobic police language 
Participants spoke about responses from police where homophobic pejoratives were used in 
their interactions with LGBT young people. They noted how police appeared to read LGBT 
young peoples’ bodies as queering heteronormativity and used homophobic pejoratives in 
their interactions with them: 
When I was with my friends that look really gay the police actually said 
something really rude…it’s like if you look gay it’s like you’re asking for 
it…like you’re just out and they say something…faggot, homo, the c word 
(Misch, 19, male). 
What is most concerning about police homophobic language are the secondary 
consequences for LGBT young people in this research. A common outcome, that further 
criminalised young people, was what participants called ‘going off’, which involved 
retaliatory verbal abuse of police officers: ‘they didn’t pull me up they just drove past 
saying ‘queer faggot’ and I’m like ‘whoa!’ so I went off at them then I got charged verbal 
abuse’ (Alexis, 19, male). These examples leave no doubt that police officers are reading 
LGBT young people in terms of a discourse of queerness, performed on and with the body. 
The body is read here as breaching the boundaries of acceptable heterosexual embodiment 
(Jackson 2003) and they are marked in this way through police interactions. ‘Going off’ 
was a key way that LGBT young people reacted to police homophobia and they were 
further criminalised as a result, with a number of young people noting subsequent charges 
from incidents like this. 
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‘If I’m not looking really gay they’ll be a lot nicer’: Police discrimination 
Participants noted interactions where they thought police were discriminating against them 
in ways that may not be experienced by heterosexual young people. Accounts evidenced 
how police appeared to read LGBT young bodies as queering heteronormativity and 
responded to them as such. In some cases, participants noted instances where this was 
implied rather than explicit in their interactions with police: 
You know we all had short hair my group and we don’t dress in dresses and 
stuff like that we’re all kinda tomboys. As soon as they realised that’s that the 
way it was they kinda switched their attitude towards us and they started to be 
quite negative and they started to blame us for the incident itself (Kimi, 21, 
female). 
 
I’ve been with my boyfriend with police around…they kinda just give you a 
weird look and look the other way (Alex, 18, male). 
A number of situations like this were recounted that indicated police were reading 
and responding to bodies that perform ‘queerness’ in public spaces. Participants 
consistently acknowledged how doing embodiment (Kirby 1997) in ways that 
queered heterosexuality made interactions with police differently difficult to 
experiences of other young people in public spaces. 
Other participants discussed how police were acting in overtly discriminatory ways. 
These situations clearly demonstrate police reading an LGBT young person’s body as 
queering heteronormativity and responding in discriminatory ways: 
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First time I got arrested right I was dressed up going to ‘Fluffy’s so I was all 
prettied up and all my makeup on and the cops were like calling me a fag and a 
poof and shit and they were like calling me a bitch and stuff and saying I dress 
up like Britney Spears (John, 18, male). 
 
A friend of mine was actually was being abused by some redneck idiot half way 
across the mall…yelling out ‘you’re a faggot’…very derogatory horrible things 
and the police officer actually said to him ‘well it may be if you didn’t dress 
like that you wouldn’t have much of a problem’ (Addisyn, 19, male). 
One instance of police discrimination stood out in this study as it evidenced police 
manipulating legitimate policing processes and regulations in what appeared to be an 
attempt to directly punish the young person for queering norms of heterosexuality: 
I got a $125.00 fine for telling a copper they looked hot in their uniform um this 
male cop like if I had’ve been some big breasted blonde bimbo he probably 
would have let me off the fine…but cause he was a straight male copper that 
was insulting to him…I was in a car when I said it and we were driving past 
him…he said I had my body parts like right out the window so he wrote the 
fine out under that and they had me in the interview room and he told me that 
he was giving me the fine because that offended him…cause he knew he 
couldn’t give me a fine just for telling him he was hot (Mac, 19, male). 
This and other situations clearly confirm police may be breaching legislation in their 
interactions with LGBT young people. More importantly, policing practice appears to be 
working through assumptions that queering heteronormativity (Butler 1990a) is deviant 
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and therefore requires punishment, something made very apparent in the policing of 
same sex intimacy recounted by participants. 
 
Queer intimacy and policing public decency 
Although same sex intimacy is not an offence in Queensland indecency legislation 
(Criminal Code Act 1899 [QLD] s208), participants noted how police explicitly regulated 
same sex intimacy in public spaces. Participants’ noted how police read bodies as visibly 
engaged in queering heterosexual intimacy and sought to control these displays in terms of 
public decency: 
I was in Anzac square drinking which I probably shouldn’t have been doing but 
I had my boyfriend there with me and I was hugging him and I got slapped with 
a fine and everybody else got let off (Addisyn, 19, male). 
While most of these situations did not involve actual criminal penalties, one young person 
noted being fined on two separate occasions for ‘making out’ with his boyfriend in public 
spaces and having this fine written up as an offence of public nuisance: 
[We were] making out in a train station coppers came along and fined us 
actually…This is public offence or some crap…Shopping centre copper [in] 
Capalaba, me and my partner were making out at like 9 at night I got charged 
again for the same thing public nuisance or disturbance (Alexis, 19, male). 
A strong theme is made apparent in these comments: queering heterosexual intimacy in 
public spaces is unacceptable and illegally targeted by police as a matter of public decency. 
In this stuffy, doing (Butler 1990b) particularly same sex intimacy in public spaces is 
defined by police as deviant and in need of intervention. 
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Conclusion 
Although the research is limited geographically to Brisbane, Queensland, and limited by 
accessing marginalised LGBT young people as a convenience sample, the results 
demonstrate the non-heteronormative body matters in policing LGBT young people. It 
highlights how the body can be done in ways that perform ‘queerness’ and, in turn, is a 
body surveilled, regulated, and controlled by police in illegal and discriminatory ways. 
While these experiences are mediated by looking at-risk and risky, LGBT bodies in this 
study are ‘successfully defined as deviant [and] subject to intense surveillance’ (Tomsen 
1996: para 4) and illegal policing practices. Future research could replicate Alder et als’ 
(1992) study incorporating measures of sexuality and gender diversity to provide data on 
the types and levels of police contact experienced by LGBT young people. The role of 
homophobia in policing also needs to be examined in an Australian context. Finally, more 
targeted police training programs are needed in Queensland to overcome police 
discrimination. Although international scholars suggest LGBT policing has improved 
(Sklansky 2006), this study shows a vastly different picture of discriminatory policing 
practices in public spaces that would undoubtedly cause LGBT young people to distrust the 
police and discourage them from accessing their support. 
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